
Vietnam Update 

Draft decree on cybersecurity doubles down on data localization and local representative office 

The Ministry of Public Security (MPS) has completed the first draft decree to implement the Law on 

Cybersecurity (LOCS). The document contains very detailed and restrictive requirements for data 

localization and representative office for foreign companies. 

Key take-aways 

The intention of the decree is very clear: The government wants to subject all businesses that deal with 

data and the internet to these requirements. It also wants all sorts of data to be stored in Vietnam and 

turned over to authorities in readable formats when requested by the government. Foreign companies 

need to seek an approval by the Cybersecurity and Anti-High-tech Crime Agency (Cybersecurity Agency) 

of MPS before they can provide services to/in Vietnam. 

The decree will take effect on January 1, 2019. Foreign companies have until January 1, 2020 to comply. 

Timeline 

The first draft decree was completed on October 3 and sent to other government agencies for 

comments on October 5. MPS held a meeting with relevant agencies to discuss the document on 

October 9. Most agencies (Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Industry and Trade, State Bank of Vietnam, 

Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Planning and Investment, Ministry of National Defense, Government 

Cypher Agency and Ministry of Information and Communications) acquiesced to MPS.  

The Ministry of Justice also agreed to MPS’ proposal to fast-track the legislation, meaning it only 

requires 20 days for public comment instead of the normal 60-day comment period. MPS will likely 

release a public version of the draft next week and plans to finalize the document and submit to the 

Prime Minister for issuance in early November. The decree will take effect on January 1, 2019. Foreign 

companies have one year until January 1, 2020 to comply. 

Details 

The 49-page draft document includes a decree to implement LOCS and a decision to issue the list of 

national security critical information infrastructure.  

Chapter I, article 2 of the draft decree provides all-encompassing definitions of businesses and types of 

data and services covered by this piece of legislation. 

Businesses covered by this decree include all those foreign and domestic companies that provide 

services on telecom network, the internet and cyberspace.  

Data covered by this document includes all personal data (anything one can think of) that can help 

establish a digital trail of any individual. 

Services covered by this decree includes all services on the internet/cyberspace. 

Chapter V is devoted entirely to data localization and local representative office. 



It requires all personal/user data to be stored in Vietnam, including information about user account 

activation and data generated during user’s use of the service. This includes not only name, contact 

details, ID number and job,  but also financial details such as credit card/bank information, medical 

record, hobbies, political views, biometrics and user activity data such as financial transactions, search 

logs, chat logs, etc. 

The decree authorizes the Head of the Cybersecurity Agency to request businesses and organizations to 

turn over all sorts of data mentioned above and information about relevant hardware and infrastructure 

items when authorities conduct an investigation into violations of Vietnamese laws on cyberspace. All 

these data must be unencrypted or decrypted by the businesses/organizations before being turned over 

to authorities. 

The data must be stored in Vietnam at a minimum of 36 months. 

All businesses that deal with data on Vietnamese and user activities in Vietnam must seek approval from 

the Cybersecurity Agency before they can provide services to/in Vietnam. One condition for such 

approval is proof of ability to secure user data against data breach and misuse. It is unclear what process 

and procedures the Cybersecurity Agency will use to grant such approval and what exact form such 

approval will take (i.e. certificate, license, or just a letter of approval). 

The list of national security critical information infrastructure is still blank but includes the following 

sectors: 

1. Defense and security 

2. Information and Communications/Media 

3. Financial and banking services 

4. Transportation 

5. Energy 

6. National resources and the environment 

7. Planning and investment 

8. Healthcare 

9. Government administration 

 

Advocacy strategy 

Translation and comments 

The Council has asked a member company to commission the translation of the draft decree and 

decision. The translation is expected to be available by EOD October 11. We will circulate to members 

for comments.  

Submission process and timeline 

While the Council will work with partner organizations on a joint submission as before, for the sake of 

expeditiousness, we will also plan to submit a separate comment paper to the Prime Minister and other 

agencies. 

Deadline for comments for Council submission: EOD October 24 



Door-knock mission to Hanoi 

The Council is planning an emergency door-knock mission to Hanoi on October 31 – November 2, 2018 

to meet with the following officials/agencies: 

- Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc 

- National Assembly Chairwoman Nguyen Thi Kim Ngan 

- Standing Secretary of the Communist Party Tran Quoc Vuong 

- Office of the Government Chairman Mai Tien Dzung 

- MPS minister To Lam 

- MIC minister Nguyen Manh Hung 

- SBV governor Le Minh Hung 

- Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Pham Binh Minh 

- MPI minister Nguyen Chi Dzung 

- MOIT minister Tran Tuan Anh 

 

Additional advocacy activities 

In addition to the submission and the door-knock mission to Hanoi, members can also engage in the 

following proposed advocacy activities, all which are to be confirmed: 

- Members’ meeting with Vietnamese Ambassador to U.S.  

- Prime Minister’s Economic Advisory Team (PMEAT) Study Mission to the U.S. (TBC Nov. 5-12) 

- Post-Study Mission One-Day Conference chaired by Dr. Vu Viet Ngoan, Chief of PMEAT, with 

participation from MIC and MOIT Ministers (listed above) 

- Bilateral meeting with Vietnamese delegation at 2018 TELMIN 

 


